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Daphne, this moral dimension of human contact was a fascination, a compass bearing, a
demanding standard and even a calling. It made her a powerful operator. And it cannot
be denied that power interested Daphne greatly - not by any means for herself, but as
the focus of the Service's work.

She rather tartly explained to a member of the uniformed branch that while he would
undoubtedly become an ambassador and she would nol, he would be consumed by so
much secondary business. She, on the other hand, though thought more lowly, would
still be fortunate enough to be dealing with the heart of the matter - the riddles of power.
Years later, landing at the centre of a crisis, she had the chance to ask him if this had not
proved to be so; and with great grace he gave her a broad smile.

In this sense, Daphne's work was vocational: she knew she was made for it; she was very
good at it and grew a great love for it. Consequently, she became a remarkable person.
More personal than a heroine, her influence was personal, yet vast.

Contrary to much Mandarin belief, the Service depends on the integrity of its staff.
The English can recognise integrity but we find it difficult to be articulate about it. We
just call it by name and esteem it. Daphne showed us that her integrity was simple:
she integrated her faith and values into her personality and into her behaviour. She
was what she believed: she was a living value. Her friends could not but think, 'if all
this matters so much to Daphne, why doesn't it matter like that to me?' Hence her own
power ofleadership.

Thus her own challenges to her friends and colleagues were, of course, formidable. But
they were challenges to others which were always an encouragement, an encouragement
to reach out for what, she could see, was really within their own grasp. It was Daphne
who first taught me the wisdom that it is pointless to ask someone for what he hasn't
got to give. It's no way to make friends. Daphne had so many friends because to her
everybody was of interest - she did not recognise the category of 'ordinary person'.

For all these reasons, Daphne was an inspirational figure in the Service and greatly
loved in return. On the Service's very important occasions, three ancestors would be
brought in to represent the generations past. Daphne's controller was one; and she
was another.
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I mentioned Daphne's instructions about this service. She also asked me to read to you
the lines which occurred to Tennyson one evening while setting out on the ferry from
Portsmouth for the Isle ofWighl, a landscape so familiar to members of the Service. On
an impulse, Tennyson took a piece of paper from his pocket and, without hesitation or
alteration, wrote the following verses.

CROSSINGTHE BAR

Sunset and evening star,

And one clear callfor me!

And may there be 110 moaning oJJthe bar,

When I put out to sea,

But such a tide as moving seems asleep,

Too full for soulld andfoam,

When that which drew from out the boundless deep,

Turns again home.

7\vilight and evening bell,

And after thai the dark!

I\nd may there be 110 sadness orfarewell,

When I embark;

For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place

The jlood may bear me far,

J hope to see my Pilot face toface

INhell I have crosl the bar.
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